
ARTS125 Basic Drawing 
Simons 

UNIT ~ Form and Structure: Rendering form through value relationships 

Day 1~ 

Vocabulary: 

Light logic:  
Understand how all tonal categories (highlight, light, shadow, core of shadow, reflected light, cast 
shadow (anchors the object)) create the illusion of three dimensionality on a two dimensional 
plane. 

 

  
  
  
  
  

Vocabulary from Design Language Text:  
Composition 
Figure/Ground 
Dynamic 
Rhythm 
 
Warm up I: Shape and form 
Drawing circles and ellipses 
How to construct an ellipse 
How to construct two eclipses in parallel (like a cup seen from above) 

Warm up II: Markmaking 

Exploring a range of expression through experimentation with new media: ink. 
Thus far we have discussed accumulation of line to create value. Now the 
medium (ink) will dictate a new range of marks. Explore! 

Daily Drawings this week:  
Fill one page per session with circles and ellipse and cups from various angles 

A PAGE OF STUDIES: What your collected page of studies should include~  
 Using the same set up, explore at least 2 method-material approaches from the list below: 
  Ink: straight, undiluted, high contrast (remember the two toned high contrast image   
   we looked at last week) 
  Ink: wash; roller-ball pen for detail 
  Ink: wash; water soluble pencil for detail 
  Tools: brush, sticks, found objects 



 Wild card option:  
  Powdered graphite or charcoal on white [toothy] paper; use soft pony brush or   
  makeup brush to blend; highlights erased and black charcoal added 

Day 2 ~ 

Drawing your cups (minimum two cups in one composition):  
Arrange for overlap, distance from you and between cups, x-ray 
Add water at different levels. You can also lay a cup down, stack cups, etc.  
Observe the shapes of the light and shadow on the object before you fill in any values. 
Avoid outlines: All areas should be assigned and drawn with a specific value; edges are created by 
contrasting values 
Use full range of value = all tonal categories 
Maintain consistent light logic 
The brightest highlights will be the bright white paper color.  

Begin… 
Develop two of the studies further and choose which one will become the basis for a finished 
drawing 

Day 3 ~  
Day 4 ~  
In class work on composition 

Finished drawing is due for critique day on first day of Week 8 

NOTE: SKETCHBOOKS WILL BE HANDED IN FOR EVALUATION AT MID TERM 

 
 



 


